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Two new heptanuclear Mn clusters, [Mn$_7$O$_5$(OMe)$_2$(O$_2$CPh)$_9$(terpy)] (1) and [Mn$_7$O$_5$(OCH$_2$Ph)$_2$(O$_2$CPh)$_9$(terpy)] (2), were prepared from the partial alcoholysis of the trinuclear complex [Mn$_3$O(O$_2$CPh)$_3$(py)$_3$][H$_2$O] (3) in the presence of terpy (terpy = 2,2':6',2"-terpyridine). Complexes 1 and 2 crystallize in the triclinic P1 and the orthorhombic Pbc$a$ space groups, respectively. The clusters are both mixed valent, containing three Mn oxidation states: Mn$^{IV}$, 5Mn$^{III}$, and Mn$^{II}$. The Mn ions are held together by nine doubly bridging benzoates, four μ$_5$O$_2^-$ ions, one μ$_5$O$^{2-}$ ion, and either two μ-MeO$^-$ (1) or two μ-PhCH$_2$O$^-$ (2) groups. The single terpy chelate in each complex is attached to the Mn$^{II}$ ion. The core topology is novel and very unusual, comprising a cubane and a butterfly unit fused by sharing a Mn$^{III}$ and the μ$_5$O$^{2-}$ ion. Solid-state dc and ac magnetic susceptibility studies establish that complexes 1 and 2 both possess an S = 6 ground-state spin. Fits of variable-temperature and -field magnetization data gave S = 6, g = 1.88, and D = −0.21 cm$^{-1}$ for 1 and S = 6, g = 1.86, and D = −0.18 cm$^{-1}$ for 2. Single-crystal magnetization vs dc field scans down to 0.1 K for 2 show only very little hysteresis at 0.1 K.

Introduction

One of the motivating themes in multinuclear cluster chemistry research is the design of high-nuclearity manganese carboxylate clusters that can function as nanoscale magnets. Such species display superparamagnetic-like, slow relaxation of the magnetization vector below their blocking temperature ($T_B$) and have been termed single-molecule magnets (SMMs). Such molecules function as magnets, exhibiting hysteresis in magnetization versus dc field scans. Since SMMs are, by definition, molecular in nature, they thus represent a molecular, or bottom-up, approach to nanomagnetism.$^1$ The magnetic behavior of SMMs results from the combination of a large ground spin state (S) with a large and negative (Ising or easy-axis) magnetoanisotropy, as measured by the axial zero-field (ZFS) splitting parameter D. This leads to a significant barrier (U) to magnetization reversal, its maximum value given by $S(S+1)/2|D|$ for integer and half-integer spin, respectively.$^1,2$ However, in practice, quantum tunneling of the magnetization (QTM) through the barrier via higher lying $M_j$ levels of the spin S manifold results in the actual or effective barrier ($U_{act}$) being less than U.


The first SMM discovered was $[\text{Mn}_7\text{O}_{12}\text{(O}_2\text{CMe})_{16}]^{2-}$ ($\text{H}_2\text{O})_4$] and synthetic manipulation of this complex has provided a very well studied family of related complexes. Since the discovery of Mn$_{12}$ complexes, several types of SMMs have been discovered, most of them containing primarily Mn$^{III}$ ions. This has allowed important insight into how the various structural, nuclearity, oxidation state, symmetry, and other variations between species affect the resultant magnetic and other properties of these clusters. In manganese carboxylate cluster chemistry, there have been detailed investigations, for example, of various Mn$^4$ motifs such as defect-dicubane, cubane, butterfly, and adamantane complexes. It is rare to find more complicated structural types that clearly are structural hybrids of two or more of these motifs, but this is what we have recently encountered and describe in the present paper. While developing new synthetic routes to polynuclear Mn species using the rigid tridentate chelate 2,2',6',2''-terpyridine (terpy), we have discovered two isostructural Mn$_7$ clusters that possess a very unusual Mn$^4$ core comprising a fused butterfly/cubane moiety. It is also a rare example of three oxidation states of Mn in the same molecule and has a spin ground state of significant magnitude, $S = 6$. We describe herein the syntheses and structural and magnetic characterization of these two complexes and additionally demonstrate that one of them displays magnetization hysteresis arising from slow magnetization relaxation.

### Experimental Section

**Syntheses.** All manipulations were performed under aerobic conditions using chemicals as received, unless otherwise stated. $[\text{Mn}_6\text{O}(\text{O}_2\text{CPh})_3]\{\text{py}\} [\text{H}_2\text{O}] (3)^[4]$ and $(\text{NBu}_n)_4[\text{Mn}_4\text{O}_2(\text{O}_2\text{CPh})_9]$ were prepared as previously described. $[\text{Mn}_9\text{O}_2(\text{OMe})_2(\text{O}_2\text{CPh})_9]\{\text{terpy}\}] 5\text{MeCN} (1:5\text{MeCN})$, **Method A**

To a slurry of $3 (0.50 g, 0.45 mmol) in MeCN/MeOH (200 mL) was added solid terpy (0.050 g, 0.23 mmol), and the mixture was stirred for 20 min. The resulting red-brown solution was filtered and the filtrate concentrated by slow evaporation to yield brown crystals of $1:5\text{MeCN}$ within a couple of days. These were collected by filtration, washed with acetone, and dried in vacuo. The yield was 60%. Anal. Calcd (Found) for $\text{C}_{92}\text{H}_{70}\text{O}_{25}\text{N}_3\text{Mn}_7$: C, 52.60 (52.55); H, 3.78 (3.72); N, 5.45 (5.40). Selected IR data (KBr, cm$^{-1}$): 3432 (s, br), 1599 (s), 1563 (s), 1449 (w), 1385 (s), 1025 (w), 772 (w), 681 (m), 611 (m), 542 (m), 473 (w).

**Method B.** Complex 4 (0.50 g, 0.31 mmol) and terpy (0.03 g, 0.12 mmol) were dissolved with stirring in MeCN/MeOH (20 mL/2 mL). After 20 min, the red-brown solution was filtered and the filtrate slowly concentrated by evaporation to yield brown crystals within a few days. These were collected by filtration, washed with acetone, and dried briefly in vacuo. The yield was 45%. The product was identified as $1:5\text{MeCN}$ by IR spectral comparison with material from method A and elemental analysis. Anal. Calcd (Found) for $\text{C}_{90}\text{H}_{77}\text{O}_{25}\text{N}_8\text{Mn}_7$: C, 52.60 (52.62); H, 3.78 (3.82); N, 5.45 (5.49).

$[\text{Mn}_9\text{O}_2(\text{OCH}_2\text{Ph})_3(\text{O}_2\text{CPh})_9]\{\text{terpy}\}] 5\text{MeCN}(2:5\text{MeCN})$, **Method A**

To a stirred slurry of $3 (0.25 g, 0.23 mmol) in MeCN/PhCH$_2$OH (20 mL/1 mL) was added terpy (0.02 g, 0.07 mmol), and the mixture was stirred for a further 30 min. The resulting brown solution was filtered and the filtrate slowly concentrated by evaporation to yield black crystals of $2:5\text{MeCN}$ over the course of a week. These were collected by filtration, washed with acetone, and dried overnight in vacuo. The yield was 50%. Crystals dried overnight analyzed as solvent-free. Anal. Calcd (Found) for $2:5\text{MeCN}, \text{C}_{92}\text{H}_{72}\text{O}_{22}\text{N}_3\text{Mn}_7$: C, 55.19 (54.95); H, 3.52 (3.24); N, 2.10 (2.02). Selected IR data (KBr, cm$^{-1}$): 3440 (s, br), 1599 (s), 1563 (s), 1450 (w), 1370 (s), 1250 (s), 1131 (s), 1025 (w), 772 (w), 717 (s), 681 (m), 611 (m), 542 (m), 473 (w).

**Method B.** The same product 2 was obtained from a reaction that employed complex 4 instead of 3, followed by workup as described in method A. The product was identified as 2 by IR spectral comparison with material from method A and elemental analysis. Anal. Calcd (Found) for $2, \text{C}_{92}\text{H}_{72}\text{O}_{22}\text{N}_3\text{Mn}_7$: C, 55.19 (55.10); H, 3.52 (3.45); N, 2.10 (2.20).
Table 1. Crystallographic Data for 1\textsuperscript{st}MECN and 2\textsuperscript{nd}MECN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>empirical formula</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{4}N\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{2}Mn\textsubscript{7}</td>
<td>C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{4}N\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{2}Mn\textsubscript{7}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fw</td>
<td>2055.18</td>
<td>2207.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>space group</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Pbc\textsubscript{a}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a), Å</td>
<td>15.956(4)</td>
<td>27.695(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b), Å</td>
<td>16.506(4)</td>
<td>22.430(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c), Å</td>
<td>20.5637(17)</td>
<td>30.293(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\alpha), deg</td>
<td>110.824(2)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta), deg</td>
<td>110.666(2)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\gamma), deg</td>
<td>95.156(2)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V), Å\textsuperscript{3}</td>
<td>4590.8(7)</td>
<td>18818(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Z)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(T), K</td>
<td>173(2)</td>
<td>173(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiation wavelength, Å</td>
<td>0.71073</td>
<td>0.71073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\rho_{\text{calc}}), g/cm\textsuperscript{3}</td>
<td>1.487</td>
<td>1.487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\mu), mm\textsuperscript{-1}</td>
<td>1.010</td>
<td>1.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R)\textsubscript{1}/(wR)\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>0.0423 / 0.0574</td>
<td>0.0871 / 0.1221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(R1 = \sum |F_o| - |F_c|/\sum |F_o|; wR2 = \sum w(|F_o| - |F_c|)\textsuperscript{2}/\sum w|F_o|\textsuperscript{2}\), where \(p = \text{max}(F_o; 0) + 2F_c/F_o\).

\(^{\text{(c)}}\) The tri- and tetradentate chelates we have used for such studies in the past have been fairly flexible ones, such as deprotonated \(N\)-methylidethanolamine (mdaH\textsubscript{2}) and triethanolamine (teaH\textsubscript{3}), allowing the alkoxide arms to bind (and bridge) with little structural restriction, and thus giving a variety of products. More recently, we began to address what would result if the much more rigid tridentate chelate terpy was employed. This and the related bidentate 2,2'-bipyridine (bpy) have been employed previously to limit nuclearity growth and have given several small nuclearity products, notable among which are the tetranuclear butterfly complexes with bpy\textsuperscript{16} and the dimer-of-dimers\textsuperscript{17} complexes with terpy, reported as potential models of the water-performed by the in-house facilities of the University of Florida Chemistry Department. Variable-temperature dc and ac magnetic susceptibility data were collected at the University of Florida using a Quantum Design MPMS-XL SQUID susceptometer equipped with a 7 T magnet and operating in the 1.8–300 K range. Samples were embedded in solid eicosane to prevent torquing. Magnetization vs field and temperature data were fit using the program MAGNET.\(^{13}\) Pascal’s constants were used to estimate the diamagnetic corrections, which were subtracted from the experimental susceptibility to give the molar paramagnetic susceptibility (\(\chi_M\)). Studies at ultralow temperatures (<1.8 K) were performed on single crystals at Grenoble using an array of micro-SQUIDs.\(^{12}\) The high sensitivity of this magnetometer allows the study of single crystals on the order of 10–500 \(\mu\)m; the field can be applied in any direction by separately driving three orthogonal coils.

\section*{Results and Discussion}

\subsection*{Syntheses.} A common synthetic strategy for obtaining high-nuclearity Mn\textsuperscript{II} clusters is the reaction of a preformed Mn\textsubscript{n} cluster with a bi-, tri-, or tetratentate chelate. Among the various Mn\textsuperscript{III} sources which have been explored in the past are \([\text{Mn}\textsubscript{4}O\textsubscript{2}(\text{O}_2\text{CMe})\textsubscript{6}(\text{py})\textsubscript{3}]\) (3; 2Mn\textsuperscript{III}, Mn\textsuperscript{II}); and (NBu\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{6}([Mn\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}(O\textsubscript{2}CPH)\textsubscript{6}(H\textsubscript{2}O)]) (4; 4Mn\textsuperscript{III}), and they have proved useful routes to a variety of higher nuclearity complexes.\(^{13,14}\) The tri- and tetratentate chelates we have used for such studies in the past have been fairly flexible ones, such as deprotonated \(N\)-methylidethanolamine (mdaH\textsubscript{2}) and triethanolamine (teaH\textsubscript{3}), allowing the alkoxide arms to bind (and bridge) with little structural restriction, and thus giving a variety of products. More recently, we began to address what would result if the much more rigid tridentate chelate terpy was employed. This and the related bidentate 2,2'-bipyridine (bpy) have been employed previously to limit nuclearity growth and have given several small nuclearity products, notable among which are the tetranuclear butterfly complexes with bpy\textsuperscript{16} and the dimer-of-dimers\textsuperscript{17} complexes with terpy, reported as potential models of the water-
oxidizing complex of photosynthesis. The present work arose from our belief that terpy might also be capable of producing higher nuclearity products than identified to date, and this turned out to be the case.

The synthetic procedure chosen involved the reaction of terpy with 3 and 4 in a Mn:terpy ratio of ~6:1 or higher to facilitate a high-nuclearity product. The mixed MeCN/ROH solvent mixture was necessary to ensure adequate solubility of all reagents, especially the terpy, and also led to alkoxide ligand incorporation; no isolable products were obtained when only MeCN was used. The reactions successfully gave isostructural products. In some ways, this was slightly surprising, since we have often seen significant differences in product identity when identical reactions are run with different carboxylates, for example. When EtOH was used, brown precipitates of manganese oxides/hydroxides were obtained, and no clean product could be isolated from the reaction mixture. These preparations are summarized in eq 1

\[
7[Mn_{\text{III}}O_2C_6H_4(C\equivCPh)_3(py)_3(H_2O)] + 3\text{terpy} + H_2O + 6\text{ROH} \rightarrow [3[Mn_{\text{III}}O_2C_6H_4(C\equivCPh)_3(\text{terpy})] + 7\text{py} + 15\text{PhCO}_2H + 7\text{pyH}^+ + 7e^- (1)
\]

with 3 as the starting material. Charge considerations and bond valence sum (BVS) calculations establish that the product is mixed-valent (MnIV, MnIII, and MnI) (vide infra) and the MnIV ion is likely generated by disproportionation of MnIII, although eq 1 is simplified by showing the redox changes as metal oxidations.

The MeOH vs PhCH2OH reactions were designed to investigate whether the alcohol identity might alter the product, and for this we chose two that differed markedly in size and potentially in the solubility of their products. We thought this might lead to different Mn species crystallizing as relative solubilities of species in solution equilibrium with each other were altered. However, PhCH2OH and MeOH gave isostuctural products. In some ways, this was slightly surprising, since we have often seen significant differences in product identity when identical reactions are run with different carboxylates, for example. When EtOH was used, brown precipitates of manganese oxides/hydroxides were obtained, and no clean product could be isolated from the filtrate. If significantly more terpy was used, the same Mn product was obtained, but it was contaminated with yellow crystals of terpy.

**Description of the Structures.** PovRay representations of the structure of 1 and its labeled core are presented in Figure 1. PovRay representations of the complete Mn7 molecule of complex 2 and a stereopair are provided in Figure 2. Selected interatomic distances and angles for 1 and 2 are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.


symmetry, but has virtual C₃ symmetry, with the mirror plane containing the terpy plane, Mn₁, Mn₇, and others (Figure 1).

Complex 2·5MeCN crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbc a with the asymmetric unit containing the whole Mn₇ cluster. The structure of 2 (Figure 2) is very similar to that of 1, the only difference being the benzyl vs methyl difference in the alkoxide groups. However, the ligand-induced core distortion is less profound for 2, inasmuch as the butterfly portion of 2 encompassing Mn₁ is nearly linear (O₁₂–O₂₃–Mn₇ = 179° and O₂₃–O₁₂–Mn₄ = 129° for the butterfly motif in Figure 2). The terpy is also more orthogonal to the rest of the core for 2, with the corresponding O₂₃–Mn₇–N₃ angle in Figure 2 being ~104°, which is smaller than the corresponding 116° value mentioned earlier for complex 1. This slight distortion in the core angles is undoubtedly caused by the bulk of the phenyl groups (when compared to the methyl groups of 1) of the bridging phenyl methoxides.

All the Mn ions of 1 and 2 are six-coordinate with near-octahedral geometry except the MnⅣ ion, which possess severely distorted octahedral geometry, as stated above. The five MnⅢ ions display a JT distortion, and this takes the form of an axial elongation, with the JT-elongated bonds 0.1–0.3 Å longer than the other MnⅢ–O bonds, as expected for high-spin MnⅢ ions. The JT elongation axes are depicted in bold in Figure 2. The three in the cubane intersect at the μ₅-O²⁻ ion, and the two on the butterfly body atoms are parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the central rhombus of the butterfly. It should be noted that the cubane “fragment” of 1 and 2 is very similar to that of the discrete tetranuclear complexes with a [Mn₄(μ₃-O²⁻)(μ₃-X⁻)]⁶⁺ cubane core. These are also at the MnⅣ, 3MnⅢ oxidation level, but with one vertex containing a monoamionic X⁻ (X⁻ = F⁻, Cl⁻, Br⁻, MeO⁻, HO⁻, etc.) ion bridging the three MnⅢ atoms, rather than an O²⁻ ion as in 1 and 2. They also possess a bridging carboxylate between every MnⅣ-MnⅢ pair, again as in 1 and 2, and the three MnⅢ JT axes also intersect at the triply bridging X⁻ ion.

The overall structures of 1 and 2 are very unusual and can be described as a fused butterfly/cubane or a linked triangle/cubane. We have in the past observed the transformation of a butterfly core to a cubane core by controlled potential electrolysis or disproportionation triggered by carboxylate abstraction, so it is interesting to find a complex that is an amalgamation of both structural types.

Figure 2. PovRay representations at the 50% probability level of (top) the labeled structure of 2 and (bottom) a stereopair. Color scheme: MnⅣ, purple; MnⅢ, cyan; MnⅡ, yellow; N, dark blue; O, red; C, gray. The thicker black bonds denote Jahn–Teller elongation axes. H atoms have been omitted for clarity.
Additionally, the fact that the complex contains three Mn oxidation states is also very rare, with previous examples including Mn$_{12}$$^{27}$, Mn$_{4}$$^{31}$, Mn$_{4}$$^{32}$, Mn$_{25}$$^{23}$, Mn$_{6}$,$^{28}$ and reduced Mn$_{12}$$^{27}$ complexes, to name a few.

A few other Mn$_{7}$ complexes have been reported in the literature. Among these are the 4Mn$^{II}$, 3Mn$^{III}$ complexes consisting of a Mn$_{6}$ hexagon of alternating Mn$^{II}$ and Mn$^{III}$ ions surrounding a central Mn$^{III}$ ion.$^{19b}$ A Mn$_{7}$ complex with a similar core but instead consisting of Mn$_{4}$ and Mn$_{3}$ has also been reported. However, more structurally relevant to 1 and 2 are (i) a Mn$_{7}$ complex that can be described as two [Mn$_{5}$O$_{8}$] butterfly units fused together by sharing a common Mn atom$^{29}$ and (ii) two Mn$_{4}$ cubanes fused together by a shared Mn ion.$^{30}$

### dc Magnetic Susceptibility Studies.
Solid-state variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed on vacuum-dried microcrystalline samples of complexes 1 and 2 suspended in eicosane to prevent torquing. The dc magnetic susceptibility ($\chi_M$) data were collected in the 5.0–300 K range in a 0.1 T magnetic field and are plotted as $\chi_M T$ vs $T$ in Figure 3. For 1, the $\chi_M T$ value of 16.91 cm$^3$/mol K at 300 K decreases slightly to 15.21 at 50 K, and then it steadily increases with decreasing temperature to reach 17.83 cm$^3$/mol K at 5.0 K. The $\chi_M T$ value of complex 2 is very similar to that of 1, with a value of 16.66 cm$^3$/mol K at 300 K which decreases slightly to 15.46 at 50 K and then increases with decreasing temperature to 17.48 cm$^3$/mol K at 5.0 K. The spin-only (g = 2) value for one Mn$^{IV}$, five Mn$^{III}$, and one Mn$^{II}$ noninteracting ions is 21.25 cm$^3$/mol K, so the 300 K values indicate dominant antiferromagnetic exchange interactions. However, the increase in $\chi_M T$ below 50 K indicates the lowest lying spin states are nevertheless of significant magnitude. In fact, the lowest temperature data at $<10$ K are indicative of an increasing population of a rather large ground-state spin for the two complexes; the values at 5.0 K suggest S = 6, whose spin-only (g = 2) value would be 21 cm$^3$/mol K. The observed values at 30 K agree with the theoretical prediction.$^{31}$

*The italic value is the one closest to the charge for which it was calculated. The oxidation state of a particular atom can be taken as the whole number nearest to the italic value.*
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the various Mn2 pairwise exchange parameters (symmetry) make a matrix diagonalization method to evaluate collected in the magnetic field and temperature ranges 0.1–1.8 T and 1.8–10 K temperature range. The solid lines are the fits of the data; see the text for the fit parameters.

5.0 K thus suggest \( S = 6 \) and \( g \approx 1.84 \) for 1 and \( S = 6 \) and \( g \approx 1.82 \) for 2, as expected for Mn, whose \( g \) values are slightly less than 2.0.

The nuclearity, low symmetry, and large number of exchange interactions of the molecules (eight under \( C_1 \) virtual symmetry) make a matrix diagonalization method to evaluate the various Mn2 pairwise exchange parameters (\( J_{ij} \)) onerous and also rule out application of the equivalent operator approach based on the Kambe vector coupling method.31 We therefore focused instead on determining only the ground-state \( S \), the axial ZFS parameter \( D \), and the electronic \( g \) factors for 1 and 2. Hence, magnetization (\( M \)) data were collected in the magnetic field and temperature ranges 0.1–4 T and 1.8–10 K. The data are plotted as reduced magnetization (\( M/N_{\text{UB}} \)) versus \( T \) in Figures 4 and 5 for 1 and 2, respectively. For a spin system occupying only the ground state and experiencing no ZFS, the various isoﬁeld lines would be superimposed and \( M/N_{\text{UB}} \) would saturate at a value of \( gS \).32 The nonsuperimposition of the isoﬁeld lines in Figures 4 and 5 thus indicates the presence of ZFS. The data were ﬁt, using the program MAGNET,11 by diagonalization of the spin Hamiltonian matrix assuming only the ground state is populated, incorporating axial anisotropy (\( DS^2 \)) and Zeeman terms and employing a full powder average. The magnetization ﬁts thus modeled each complex as a “giant spin” with Ising-like anisotropy. The corresponding spin Hamiltonian is given by eq 2,

\[
\mathcal{H} = DS^2 + g\mu_B\mu_{\text{eff}}SH \tag{2}
\]

where \( \mu_B \) is the Bohr magneton, \( S \) is the easy-axis spin operator, \( g \) is the electronic \( g \) factor, \( \mu_{\text{eff}} \) is the vacuum permeability, and \( H \) is the applied ﬁeld. The last term in eq 2 is the Zeeman energy associated with an applied magnetic ﬁeld. For 1, the ﬁt (solid lines in Figure 4) gave \( S = 6 \), \( D = -0.22 \text{ cm}^{-1} \), and \( g = 1.88 \). Data for ﬁelds higher than 4 T were excluded to avoid possible problems from low-lying excited states. For complex 2, a satisfactory ﬁt could only be obtained if the 4 T data were also excluded, presumably due to excited states, and thus, only the data collected in the 0.1–3 T ﬁeld range are shown in Figure 5. The ﬁt (solid lines in Figure 5) gave \( S = 6 \), \( D = -0.18 \text{ cm}^{-1} \), and \( g = 1.86 \). The obtained ﬁt parameters for 1 and 2 are in satisfying agreement with the approximate conclusions from the \( \chi_M/T \) vs \( T \) data described above. The general conclusion is that antiferromagnetic exchange dominates within the Mn7 core, but the exact ground-state spin alignments are such as to result in a relatively large net spin of \( S = 6 \). A qualitative rationalization of the latter will be provided below. The small

but nonzero $D$ values of 1 and 2 are consistent with the fact that the JT axes of the MnIII atoms, whose single-ion anisotropies are the main source of the molecular anisotropy ($D$), are not randomly oriented (Figure 2) and thus yield a nonzero molecular resultant.

To confirm that the obtained fit parameters were the true global rather than local minima, we examined the root-mean square $D$ vs $g$ error surfaces for the fits, calculated using the program GRID. The obtained error surface for 1 is shown in Figure 6 as a two-dimensional contour plot for the $D = -0.15$ to $-0.30$ cm$^{-1}$ and $g = 1.8 - 2.0$ ranges. Only one minimum is observed in this range, and this is a fairly well-defined minimum, indicating a fairly small level of uncertainty in the best-fit parameters. The two lowest error contour lines cover a range of $D \approx -0.20$ to $-0.23$ cm$^{-1}$ and $g \approx 1.87 - 1.89$, giving fit values and their uncertainties of $D = -0.22(1)$ cm$^{-1}$ and $g = 1.88(1)$. Similar observations are made for complex 2, although in this case the minimum is somewhat shallower and there is a correspondingly slightly greater level of uncertainty, giving $D = -0.18(2)$ cm$^{-1}$ and $g = 1.86(2)$. Note, however, that the error surface indicates the precision of the fit minima, not the accuracy of the obtained $D$ and $g$ parameters; bulk magnetization data are not in general the most accurate way to obtain these, more sensitive techniques such as EPR being superior for this purpose.

Rationalization of the $S = 6$ Ground State. Although 1 and 2 possess a complicated, low-symmetry MnII core, their $S = 6$ ground states can nevertheless be rationalized in a very satisfying manner (Figure 7). This is achieved using the known spin coupling pattern in the discrete MnIII complexes mentioned earlier that possess the same MnIV, 3MnIII cubane core found within 1 and 2. These MnII complexes of $C_{3v}$ symmetry exhibit ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic exchange interactions within the MnIII-MnIII and MnIII-MnIII pairs, respectively. As a result the ground state is $S = 9/2$, due to the three MnIII ($S = 2$) spins being parallel to each other and antiparallel to the MnIV ($S = 3/2$) spin. Assuming (very reasonably) that the same situation exists for this cubane unit within the larger MnIII core of 1 and 2, the question then becomes how this $S = 9/2$ unit couples to the other Mn atoms. Inspection of Figure 1 shows that the primary exchange pathways between the cubane MnIII atoms and the butterfly body MnIII atoms (Mn2 and Mn3) are via the $\mu_5$-O$^{2-}$ ion (O17) and the $\mu$-MeO$^-$ groups (O12 and O18). Remembering that (i) the MnIII JT axes define the local Mn $z$ axes and (ii) the cubane MnIII JT axes intersect at O17 whereas those for body MnIII atoms include neither O17 nor O12/O18, then Mn−O−Mn $d_z$-$p_y$-$d_z$ exchange pathways through O17 and O12/O18 atoms will involve a singly occupied $d_z$ orbital on cubane MnIII atoms and an empty $d_z$ orbital on body MnIII atoms. These pathways would thus be expected to give ferromagnetic contributions to the total exchange between these metals. Notwithstanding Mn−O−Mn $d_z$-$p_y$-$d_z$ exchange pathways involving singly occupied Mn $d_z$ orbitals that would be expected to give anti-ferromagnetic contributions, it is concluded that there are overall ferromagnetic exchange interactions between the cubane and butterfly body MnIII atoms in 1 and 2. The same was observed for the ferromagnetically coupled [Mn9O2X4(phen)3](X = Cl, Br) complexes with an $S = 12$ ground state, whose ferromagnetic coupling between MnIII atoms was rationalized in the same fashion as for 1 and 2. Finally, it is expected that the exchange interactions between the butterfly body MnIII atoms and the MnII atom will be anti-ferromagnetic, as they are in the discrete Mn4 butterfly complexes, so the ground states of 1 and 2 are concluded to comprise all the MnII spins being parallel to each other and antiparallel to the MnIII and MnIV spins, giving a predicted ground state of $S = 10 - 5/2 - 3/2 = 6$, as observed experimentally. This is summarized in Figure 7.

ac Magnetic Susceptibility Studies on Complexes 1 and 2. The $S = 6$ ground state of 1 and 2 coupled with $D \approx -0.2$ cm$^{-1}$ was thought to possibly provide a big enough barrier for magnetization reversal, perhaps making these complexes SMMs. As stated earlier, the upper limit to this barrier is given by $U = S(S+1)D$ for integer spins, which computes to 7.9 and 6.5 cm$^{-1}$ for 1 and 2, respectively, but the true or effective barrier $U_{eff}$ would be significantly smaller due to QTM through upper regions of the barrier. Whether the $U_{eff}$ would thus be large enough to result in slow

---

**Figure 6.** Two-dimensional contour plot of the root-mean-square error surface for the $D$ vs $g$ fit for complex 1.

**Figure 7.** Schematic representation of the Mn spin alignments giving the $S = 6$ ground state for MnIII complexes 1 and 2.
relaxation at low temperatures was therefore explored by ac magnetic susceptibility studies. These studies also provided additional support for the \( S = 6 \) ground state.

Ac studies were performed on vacuum-dried microcrystalline samples of 1 and 2 in the temperature range 1.8–10 K with a zero dc field and a 3.5 G ac field oscillating at frequencies in the 5–1000 Hz range. The in-phase \( (\chi''_{M}) \) component of the ac susceptibility, plotted as \( \chi''_{M} T \) vs \( T \), is shown in Figure 8 for complexes 1 and 2; there were no out-of-phase ac signals down to 1.8 K, the operating limit of our SQUID susceptometer. ac susceptibility studies use no dc field and thus avoid any possible complications from low-lying excited states with larger \( S \) values than the ground state, whose \( M \) components could cross with those of the ground state in an applied dc field. As we have described in multiple previous reports,\(^{26,34,35}\) ac studies are thus an invaluable way to obtain (or confirm) the ground-state \( S \). This is done by extrapolating the \( \chi''_{M} T \) value to 0 K (from temperatures where the data are unaffected by slow magnetization relaxation or weak intermolecular interactions), where only the ground state will be populated. The \( \chi''_{M} T \) of complex 1 is 17.79 cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K at 10 K, increases steadily to a plateau of 18.64 cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K at \( \sim 2 \) K, and then drops very slightly. Similarly, the \( \chi''_{M} T \) for 2 of 17.32 cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K at 10 K increases to 19.71 cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K at \( \sim 2 \) K and then drops very slightly. The increasing \( \chi''_{M} T \) with decreasing temperature is consistent with a decreasing population of excited states with smaller spin than the ground state. Taking the plateau values as the extrapolation, this gives \( S = 6 \) and \( g = 1.88 \) for 1 and \( S = 6 \) and \( g = 1.9 \) for 2. These are in satisfying agreement with the \( S \) and \( g \) values obtained from the dc magnetization fits (vide supra). Note that \( S = 5 \) or 7 would give \( \chi''_{M} T \) of 15 and 28 cm\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\) K (for \( g = 2 \)), clearly very different from the experimental numbers.

(Figure 9) Magnetization \( (M) \) vs applied magnetic field \( (H) \) hysteresis loops for 2 at temperatures of 0.7 and 0.1 K and at a 0.14 T/s sweep rate. \( M \) is normalized to its saturation value, \( M_s \).

**Hysteresis Studies below 1.8 K.** Since \( \chi''_{M} T \) showed no (significant) decrease down to 1.8 K, the complexes clearly did not exhibit the slow magnetization relaxation that is suggestive of an SMM. This was supported by the absence of an out-of-phase ac susceptibility signal \( (\chi''_{M}) \) for the frequency range examined. To explore whether slow relaxation might nevertheless be manifested at even lower temperatures, magnetization vs dc field scans were carried out on a single crystal of 2·5MeCN using a micro-SQUID apparatus.\(^{12}\) The observation of hysteresis loops in such studies represents the diagnostic property of a magnet, including SMMs and superparamagnets below their blocking temperature \( (T_B) \). In particular, the hysteresis loops of SMMs exhibit increasing coercivities with increasing sweep rates and with decreasing temperatures.

The magnetization vs dc field sweeps at a fixed sweep rate of 0.14 T/s and at temperatures of 0.7 and 0.1 K are presented in Figure 9. The 0.7 K scan displays an apparently greater coercivity than the 0.1 K scan, but that must be due to the former being a result of a phonon bottleneck rather than a significant barrier. The 0.1 K scan does show a very small amount of hysteresis, evident at non-zero-field positions, but this is truly very small. We conclude from this that despite a predicted barrier \( U \) of \( \sim 7 \) cm\(^{-1}\) calculated from \( S^2[D] \), it is clear that the true barrier \( U_{\text{eff}} \) is much smaller due to fast QTM. The latter is responsible for the large step (magnetization change) at zero field that effectively relaxes almost all the magnetization and allows only a very small hysteresis at non-zero-field values. Large QTM rates would be consistent with the low symmetry of the molecule, which would result in a significant transverse anisotropy (rhombic ZFS parameter, \( E \)). The latter will result in significant mixing of states on either side of the anisotropy barrier and thus significant QTM rates. Note that the fast QTM rates also preclude obtaining magnetization decay vs time data with which to construct an Arrhenius plot to determine the \( U_{\text{eff}} \) and \( \tau_0 \) values. We conclude that complexes 1 and 2 are not SMMs.

**Summary and Conclusions**

The use of terpy in reactions with certain Mn\(_3\) and Mn\(_4\) species has led to an interesting new structural type in manganese carboxylate cluster chemistry that can be de-
scribed as a hybrid of two previously observed cores. It is also a rare example of three different Mn oxidation states in the same unit. The obtained complexes possess \( S = 6 \) ground states, and it is satisfying that this can be rationalized by qualitative considerations of the expected Mn\(_2\) pairwise couplings. The low anisotropy, however, as reflected in the small \( D \) values, as well as the low \( C_1 \) (virtual \( C_s \) ) symmetry, means that these complexes are not new additions to the family of SMMs. Nevertheless, they are interesting new additions to the family of Mn\(_6\) clusters. The preparations of 1 and 2 are obviously dependent on the presence of terpy in the reaction, but only one terpy is incorporated into the structure, and then only on the Mn\(^{II}\) atom on the periphery of the molecule and not apparently of much importance to the topology of the remaining Mn\(_6\) portion of the structure.

In fact, with hindsight, there seems no reason this type of structure could not have been previously encountered with other chelates such as bpy and a monodentate ligand (H\(_2\)O, Cl\(^-\), etc.) in place of terpy. Of course, this merely emphasizes how complicated and unpredictable are the precise nuclearities and topologies of products of such labile and complicated multicomponent reactions under thermodynamic control.
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